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NOTES OF THE QUARTER. 231

The Raja-tarahgim —Dr. Stein has been engaged, since a
visit to Kashmir in 1888, in researches relating to the Eaja-
tarangini of Kalhana, the Royal Chronicle of Kashmir, with
a view to a new edition of this work. During a more recent
sojourn in the " Happy Valley," Dr. Stein was fortunate
enough to secure the Codex Archetypus of all extant Kash-
mir MSS. of the Raja-taranginI, written in the seventeenth
century, for the purpose of his edition, and to devote some
time to the identification of ancient localities mentioned in
the work. A visit to the shrine of Vijayesvara, the modern
Bijabror, was rewarded by the discovery of two Sanskrit
inscriptions in Sarada characters. One, dated in the reign
of King Rajadeva, goes back to the early part of the
thirteenth century.—Academy.

VII . REVIEWS.

TVASILIEF'S NOTES ON BUDDHISM. ,

Professor Wasilief read, in the Imperial Academy of St.
Petersburg, in February, 1887, May and October, 1888, some
notes on Buddhism, which by his kindness the present writer
received a short time ago, and an abstract of which will
probably be found interesting.

1. On the proper name of King djatagatru. This name
is translated in Tibetan and Chinese alike (Ma-skyes-
dg>'a> jfc & ?&), ' A foe not yet born,' with reference
to his malice against his father. But in Taranatha he is
called, besides, Mthong-ldan-dge-va, i.e. 'Seeing1 happiness,'
which Schiefner (Taranatha, p. 2) tentatively retranslates
Kshemadargin (assuming that the parts of the name had
been transposed in translation, as in that of Bindusara), and
thought it might be the same as Priyadargin (Pii/adasi).
This name of Ajatacatru I had hitherto only found in Tar-
anatha, but now, occupied with the publication of part ii. of
my ' Buddhism,' I find in the Chinese commentary on the
Vinaya of the Habasanghikas, called Sui-fuin-liu-ming-i-pao-i

1 « Gifted with sight.1
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232 NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(Iff ft W- % H m B), vii. 20 sq., the following: "In
the Nirvana-sutra is said : Ajatac^atru (pj| J|[j| -(ft) is thus
called because he has not in him a germ (of Buddha's nature),
whence appeared vanities and enmity, and from these he did
not see the nature (properties ?) of Buddha. But when he
saw the nature of Buddha they began to call him Po-lo-lil-ci
(H! ^ jg jfe—Yararuci ?), which was formerly translated
(in Chinese) Fingerless ( ^ $f), because, when he was born,
the fortune-tellers said : ' "Woe ! ' And the king had him
thrown from a tower, but he did not die, and only lost one
finger, whence the name arose. But the domestics preserv-
ing him called (him) Shan-tsan (|§ UJ ' well looking,' ' the
fair.'"

In another passage of the same book Devadatta says to
the crown-prince Shan-tsan : " The people revile you." The
prince asks, " Why ? " " Because the fortune-tellers fore-
told that you would kill your father, the strangers called
you Ajatacatru, but the domestics, in the intention to save
you, called you Shan-tsan, but (the mother-queen) Vei-ti,
hearing the prophecy, when she bore you, threw you from
a tower, wherefrom a finger was broken, and people therefore
called you also Po-lo-lii-ci."

"What word in Sanskrit, meaning 'fingerless,' corresponds
to Po-lo-lu-ci, we cannot decide; but on first view we must, it
seems, take it for Vararuci, ' shining with love ' [? or ' shin-
ing sweetly,' lyubo-blestyashci], and see a translation of this
in the Tibetan Mthong-ldan-dge-va, and the Chinese Shan-tsan;
and not restitute the Tibetan into Priyadarcin (as Schiefner
does); only in the first of the above passages Shan-tsan is dis-
tinguished from Po-lo-lu-ci. The name Vararuci is often
mentioned in Taranatha (p. 4, f. 55, etc., in Schiefn. transl.),
but it is rendered there by Mchog-sred. The epithet Shan-
tsan is applied, not only to Ajatacatru, but also to Acoka.
There is in Chinese a vinaya called Shan-tsan-bi-no-sha-liii,
( i t Ji. WC H W f.ft= vinaya veipashia?1); there Mongaliani-.
putra Di-siu addresses Asoka: "Oh Shan-tsan, great king!"

1 Prof. "Wasilief probably means vibhasha.
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Therefore it seems more probable to see a title in Shan-tsan
(Piyadasi). If this be so, we could not be sure that all the
monuments with the name Pi)'adasi belong to Agoka only.
At least the question as to Piyadasi remains open. Shan-tsan
is more a translation of Piyadasi than Vararuci.

[ I would remark that the Tibetan Mchog sred, i.e. ' Best
desire,' is apparently a better translation of Vararuci than
Prof. Wasilief gives ? Mthong-ldan-dge-va could scarcely
be a rendering of Vararuci, since ruci is an abstract; the
proper meaning of vara is ' best, excellent,' just like mchog.
To Schiefner'a restitution could only be objected that dge-va
oftener means 'virtue ' (kucala, etc.) than 'fortune.'—H.W.]

2) A New Era of Buddha's Death.—In regard to the
common Chinese era of Buddha's death, 1027 B.C., I have
already shown in the "Religions of the East," p. 84, that
the Chinese added 500 years, when the Taoists, making use
of the tale that Lao-tsi, living before Buddha, went to the
West, had started the tale that he was the father of Buddha.
First, probably in consequence of the persecution by Pushya-
mitra or Pushpamitra (see Schiefner, Taran. p. 81 ; 305 sq ),
in Tibetan also called Btsun-pa, the duration of the Law was,
in Buddhist theory, on account of the admission of women,
reduced from 1000 to 500 years. But when they saw that
the Law continued after that period, they established ten
periods of 500 years each, every one (period) with its own
characteristic ; in one asceticism will flourish, in another
philosophy, in another meditation, etc. There is another
means which the Tibetans use to determine the chronology,
viz. they give for the most important events in Buddha's life
month and day. But they do this differently in different books,
eg. his birth falls, in the Kalacakra, within the last winter
month, but in the Lalitavist. at the end of spring; according
to the one he died on the 8th of the last winter month,
according to the other on the 8th of the last spring month.
From this dissonance about such important dates on one side,
and, on the other, the general agreement, e.g. as to the place
of the first sermon and several unimportant institutions, we
must apparently conclude that these dates had not received
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any attention before Buddhism had attained a certain degree of
development. As also the passage of the stars is indicated in
connection with the above notices, the Tibetan astronomers
determine the time of Buddha's death differently, varying
from more than 2000 unto 876 B.C., and alone the Kashmirian
Qakyacrl comes" down as low as 543, that is, the Singhalese
era. [Note.—This is another sign of the connection of
Kashmir with Ceylon, of which Prof. Minayef, in his Bud-
dhism, p. 64 n., mentions one from the Abhidharmako9avy.
which says that the doctrine of the Sixteen Worlds of Form
is Kashmirian, but it is known also to Pali sources.]

In discussing (i. 118) the different dates for the death of
Buddha given by Hiouenthsang, viz. (until his time 630 B.C )
1200 = 570 B.C; 1500=870 B.C., or finally more than 900,
but less than 1000 years [i.e. 370-270 B.C.), Koeppen rejects
them all and declares for the Simhalese era. But I cannot
agree with him that Buddhism should have spread earlier in
Ceylon than in the west and north-west of India itself and
beyond. Each country naturally boasts of an early acquaint-
ance with the Law; the Chinese tradition is that it was
brought there in 60 A.D., but its real appearance there
scarcely can be earlier than the fourth century. Against
the last date of Hiouenthsang (900-1000) its very indefinite-
ness seems to speak, but Buston, who wrote his history of
Buddhism in the year 1322 A.D., after mentioning the other
eras, says that some, on the ground of the Kalacakra, count
from the death of Buddha to his time 1613 years, i.e. that
Buddha died 291 B.C. This near agreement between the
Chinese date and Buston's shows that there must have been
some foundation, some, though erroneous, arguments. We
do not demand the acceptance of this date as doubtless, but
we think that on the same grounds the Simhalese cannot
be so accepted.

It seems also that the following considerations must not be
disregarded. When was it seen that any religion reduced its
antiquity ? Do we not see in Buddhism itself the endeavour
to ascribe many clearly modern institutions and doctrines
to Buddha himself ? The Chinese and Tibetans give us a
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continuous series of the patriarchs. Only the 28 of the
Chinese are not sufficient for the time up to 495 A.D., nor the
54 of the Tibetans for the time up to Buddhabhadra (413)
as given in the Can-an, i.e. for 700 years, placing the death
of Buddha in 291 B.C.—much less for the more than 1000
years from the Singhalese era. The patriarchs, or perhaps
only famous abbots, could not, of course, succeed to the patriar-
chate when they were young. The order and account of these
so-called patriarchs (see Cu-san-tsang-tsi [i{ H M IB x"i- 27
sq.) has high importance in Chinese Buddhism. According
to the doctrine accepted in it, no one might read or learn any
sacred book for himself, he must hear it from some master,
from whom he received, so to say, the authorization to study
it. A short account of this transmission is constantly given
in the books, and is, of course, the best means to determine
their composition. We have here an approximate, though
indistinct chronology. If there are omissions in these lists,
we must admit their incorrectness.

In the Chinese history of Buddhism, Fo-tsu-tung-tsi, all
patriarchs up to the 19th, Gayata1 (? Ce-e-do), begin to reign
from the accession of some Chinese Emperor, consequently
the chronology mnst be regarded as fictitious. Only from
Gayata onwards the years of accession of the patriarchs no
longer coincide with those of the emperors; we may therefore
rely upon them. Gayata succeeded in 147 A.D., and this
date is near enough to the acquaintance of the Chinese
with Buddhism to suppose that they should have collected
accounts on the celebrities nearest their time, in India. In
172 succeeds the 20th, Vasubandhu (in the Cu-san-tsang-tsi,
mentioned above, Yasubandhu is the 44th, Nagarjuna the
34); in 190 the 21st, Manulo (Manoratha ?), in 196 the 22nd,
He-le-na (Padmaratna ?). He lived under the king 'Fearless
Sea' {TJ-vei-hai, Abhayasamudra ?), who reigned in middle
India, and it was the disciples of He-lena who went to
India. Finally, in 209 succeeds the 23rd patriarch Aryasinha
(arya=fo««-ce d§[ % — btsun-pa, elsewhere corresponding to

1 Jayata?
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bbadanta). Thus for the rule of four patriarchs we have in
all 62 years. The rule of Sihha is given in the Fo-tsu-tung-
tsi as 60 years (in the Fo-tsu-tung-tsai only 50), till he was
beheaded by the king Mi-lo-ku in Kashmir fsee Schiefner,
Taran. 306 sq.); but this is probably a wilful prolongation.
Nevertheless we are struck by the fact that from 291 B.C.,
the year given by Buston, to 209 A.D., the accession of Sinha,
just 500 years elapsed, the time predicted for the duration
of Buddhism; and the violation of the harem by the tirthikas,
which was the cause of the persecution, reminds us that it
was in consequence of the admission of women that the
promised duration of the Law was so far shortened. In the
same Fo-tsu-tung-tsi we find it recorded that under Gayata's
predecessor, the 18th patriarch Kumarata, 1000 years since
Buddha's death were completed. This at once transfers this
era 500 years back, i.e. to the ninth century H.C. mentioned
by Hiouenthsang and Buston, 250 years less than the former
Chinese era (1027), which itself had been formed by the
addition of 500 years to the Singhalese date, as the latter
by the addition of 250 to that of Buston. Even if we admit
that this Piyadasi, who calls himself contemporary of Ptolemy
and Antiochos, is indeed Acoka, we cannot push the death of
Buddha higher up than 376 B.C.

And how shall we put implicit faith in the Simhalese date
for the accession of Acoka (Dharmacoka, if we admit two
Acokas, with the Simhalese, which I am not prepared to
do), viz. 218 after Buddha's death, while all his Chinese and
Tibetan biographies (translated from Indian ones) give us
116 (others 100) ? Whom shall we believe ? the Simhalese,
who maintain that they owed the Law to the brother of
Agoka, under whom already the despatch of missionaries had
been resolved upon, or the Tibetans, who drew their informa-
tion from the part of India nearest to them ? Who is nearer
the truth—who gives more years or who less? Ere Buddh-
ism came to Ceylon, it must have spread in Southern India.
Instead of doubling the number of years, would it not be
better to halve it ? Taranatha (see Schiefner, transl. p. 73)
tells us that the Indians formerly counted a half-year as a
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year (just as a month was divided into two parts ?). In the
Chinese biography of Acoka he appears contemporary of
Ya§a and Upagupta. Though to the first 120 years are
given, the second lived 100 (according to others 50) after
Buddha's death, i.e. just as much (viz. 50) as passed from the
date of Buston to 240 B.C., the date of Piyadasi's inscrip-
tion ! Finally, we must not forget the well-known drama of
Kalidasa, where Virudhaka, friend of Candragupta, is men-
tioned as murderer of Artasiddha. This latter was the own
name of Qakyamuni, and Virudhaka destroyed Kapilavastu.1

Some of the C, akyas found refuge with Qak3'amuni; even if
he did not lead them out of the ruin, then, at any rate, he
instituted for them that beggar-order out of which Buddhism
developed.

3. The Bhikshus' Entertainment.—Extracts from a manual
of behaviour for a bhikshu when entertained by the faithful
from the Chinese vinaya of the Mahasahghikas (Mo-he-sen-
ci-liii). If they are bidden to guest on any special occasion
in the life of a layman, as death, birth, etc., they must not,
on receiving their food, say any of those popular and super-
stitious sayings, etc. (common in India), but a pious sentence
or wish (smon-lam=fa-iuan ^ J|f|=pranidhi), e.g. at the
birth of a child he shall not say :

The babe, thrown among tombs,
Can live seven days, sucking (his) finger,
Not subject to the attack of flies and gnats;
That is the power of the babe's merits.

But : This babe vows himself unto the Buddhas, Tathagatas,
Vipacyi, etc. They will take care of him like parents, etc.

In the course of this treatise is given, on the occasion of
the rules to be observed at a feast given by a merchant when
starting on a voyage, an enumeration of the constellations
(sin, elsewhere called sn ^ i.e. nakshatra),2 seven in each
quarter, as also eight heavenly women ( ^ ~fe svargastrl=

1 See Kern, vol. i. p. 253 sq.
* The names of these are in Chinese (often very corrupted) transliteration, but

in some cases, it seems, a translation is given instead; cp. Kemusat, Mel. As.
vol. i. p. 212 sq.
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apsaras), which latter it will be perhaps interesting to repro- |
duce here, as Prof. Wasilief, though he has, with Prof. j
Minayef's help, reconstituted the Sanskrit form of some, jret j
could not find the original of all the Chinese hieroglyphs, \
and others, perhaps, may be more fortunate. They are : •

a) In the East : 1. Lai-ce-ma-ti (LakshmimatI ?). 2. Shi- <
sha-ma-ti (Qrimati, i.e. Siri0). 3. Hin-cen (fa ^ the ]
'famous, celebrated,' Yacasklrti?). 4. Ye-sha-to-lo (Yaco- '
dhara?). 5. EaoUe (£f % ' well feeling,' Subuddhi?). 6. j
Poloshi ma. 7. Po-lo-fu-to. 8. A-bi-ka-lo. Further, the •
heavenly king, Dhrtarashtra, reigning over the Gandharvas,
and the monument (caitya) called Oun-chan (EJ ^J 'bow-
stick?' , by Minayef restituted to Capalamba), which emits a
clear light and is revered by all gods (the conclusion alwaj's
being, ' may all these beings preserve thee ! ' ) . \

b) In the South there are the following eight apsarasas:
1. Lai-ce-mo-di. 2. She-mi-lu-di. 3. Ming-ceng ( = a, 3).

4. Ming-ceng-ci ('possessed of glory'=YacodhaTa ?). 5.
Sao-tse (=a) . 6. Hao-tsi (%f Jg 'loving quietude' or 'good
quietude ') . 7. Hao-li (§f -ft ' good force,' Subala ?).
8. Fei-luan (jjji ^} ' not cutting through ' ) . Further, king
Virudhaka ruling over the spirits (gui-shen) Kumbhanda and
the caitya, A-bi-po-shi (abhipacya ? Wass. writes abipashii/a),
etc., as above.

c) In the West : 1. A-lan-fu-po (Alamvarsha ?). 2. Tsa-
fa ( H M ' Entangled ha i r s ' Micrakeca ?). 3. A-li-ta
(Arishta). 4. Hao-guan (ttf % 'Good light,' Suprabha ?).
5. I-ka-ti-she (Ekadeca ?). 6. Na-po-sui-kya. 7. Tsi-se-ni
(Krshna ?). 8. Sha-to-lo. Further the Nagaraja Po-lu-ni
(Varuna) and the mountain Yao-i (f |̂ ^ ' Rich gain,'
Ashta ?) within which sun and moon dwell.

d) In the North: 1. Ni-lo-U-bi (-devi ?). 2. Su-lo-ki-bi
(SuradevI?). 3. Gui-ca(ksha ?)-U. 4. Bo-tou-mo (Padma?).
5. A-ni. 6. Pi-It. 7. Ci-lo-ni. 8. Ka-rno. These eight
maidens have [?] the heavenly king Po-lu-na (Yaruna, see c)
who rules the world. Further, there is the mountain Ci-lo-su
Kailasa ?) inhabited by spirits (gui-shen), who all shall shield
thee, procure thee gain and quick return.
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4. Entertainment of the bhikshu ii. I-tsing's description of the
ceremonial at such in India (Nan-hai-gui-nei-fa-cuan [Nanjio
Cat. 1492; Beal, Life of Hiuen-tsiang, Introd. p. xxxii sq.],
ch. ix.).1 Having invited the clergy for a fast-day (j|jf 0) the
giver of alms provides all utensils and couches; the vessels
must be of copper cleaned with salt; for each guest is pro-
vided his own small divan. If the vessels are earthenware,
they may only be used once and then must be thrown away ;
the same with wooden ones. Lacquered vessels (imported
from China) are not used generally as they admit fat; but

: may be used if the fat odour has been washed off with pure
! salt. The floor of the house must be smeared with cowdung,
: the small couches placed, and clean vats filled with much
| water, wherewith the bhikshus on their arrival wash their
f feet, after having looked whether there are no worms
| (panake) in it. Shortly before midday the host announces
[ it is time. Then the bhikshus wash their hands with powder
) or mould, take the vessels and leaves (i.e. plates) and wash
[ them with a little water. Before dinner no prayers are said.
[ The host, having washed hands and feet, first sacrifices to
\ the hi. sangha in the first row, and then deals the food to all
: monks. At the end of the rows is a dish with food as
; offering to the mother He-li-K (y$ l̂j Jg), who once, accord-
\ ing to a previous prayer, devoured, as a yaksha, the children

of Eajagrha, but was finally converted by the Buddha; she
is powerful against illness and sterility. In great temples
they place in the refectory a wooden statue of Mahakala,
king of the spirits, of 2-3 feet. As to the food itself, they
first mix ginger and salt,2 and, carrying it about, with a
deep reverence before the highest seat (the highest dignitary
present) say "san-bo-lo-ke-do," i.e. welcome (-agata?). The
answer is ' likewise.' He who waits on the guests must
hold the dish with both hands, closing together his legs
and bowing reverently; bread or fruit he puts down at the

1 Only a general view of this last article is given, as Itsing goes into all details,
and Prof. Wasilief promises a translation of the whole of Itsing.

* This was the first of the Vaicalian heresies according to the Mahlcasakas
(Schiefner, Taran. 288).
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distance from the hand of one hand breadth, dishes with other
food one or two inches, otherwise it may not be accepted.
Then they give gruel, a drink from dry rice, and a thick
gruel of beans; pouring over it hot sour milk, and, mixing
with the hand, adding condiments, you eat with the right
hand to half-satiety. Then they give ' rolls ' and fruit,
afterwards milk or cream with sugar; they drink cold water
summer and winter. All is done in superfluity, so that when
I (I-tsing) intended to entertain the clergy in the kingdom
Tamralipta economically, I was warned it was no use, as they
were used to superabundance. After the dinner the poorest
even give presents as they can. Then they rinse their mouth
and gulp down the water; out of a small vessel they wash
the right hand and rise. Before rising they take with the
right a full hand of food, that, on their exit from the house,
they may not omit the act of Buddha and the Sangha.

One dish of food is dedicated to the dead (jfc j^=preta),
and other spirits, of whom is spoken in the sutra on the
Grdhrakuta mountain; this dish is, with a genuflection,
handed to the president, who, after a short prayer, takes it,
goes out to a solitary place or the dense forest, and there
offers it. It is the same custom, when, between the rivers
Tsdn and Hnai (in China) they place, after the entertain-
ment, a dish outside the temple. When parting, the monks
say: " All blessed works may be fulfilled (to thee) in joy."
Then they depart; that each of the monks should say a gatha
is not law. The leavings are distributed to the poor, who
wait; or, in a year of scarcity, and when the host is known
as niggardly, the monks carry them off; it is not the custom
for the host to keep them (as in China). Sometimes images
and pictures are put up by the host, when, before dinner,
prayers are said before these. The host lights lamps and
strews flowers. At the end of the dinner he sprinkles all
with water, and the president pronounces a short Danagathd.
In this manner there is a double kind of food {i.e. entertain-
ment ?) in the West, quite otherwise than in China. In the
vinaya it is said, " half of a pushani (bhojana), half a kedani
(khadana) ; " pmhani means gulping down (food), kedani
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chewing; half means five (foods), what the ancients called
" the five right ones," viz. 1) gruel (|Jj, bread); 2) gruel of
wheat or beans; 3) butter-cake ($$); 4) meat; 5) cakes
(fj£ " rolls " ) ; the five chewed foods are : 1) roots, 2) stalks,
3) leaves, 4) flowers, 5) fruit. If you eat the first five you
may not eat the other five; but if you have eaten the second
five, you may eat the first five. Milk and cream are not
mentioned in both series; in the Vinaya there is even no
special term for them; it is clear that they are not included
in the number of proper foods.1 If in some food, made of
meal, the spoon will not enter, it is reckoned as cake ; if in
some dry meal food, mixed with water, traces of the fingers
are seen, then it is reckoned among the five gulpings.
Though I could not visit all the frontiers of the five Indias,
that extend in each of the four quarters four hundred stations
(yojana ?), yet by questions I know of the peculiarities of
their gulping and chewing. In the northern country is
sufficient flour, the western is rich in pancakes (cao), in
Magadha is little flour but much rice, etc. They eat no
garlic or salat in the five Indias, therefore they have no pain
in the stomach nor obstructions. In the ten islands of the
Southern Ocean the entertainments are more liberal still,
often enduring for three days, chiefly if the king himself is
host.2 But in China an entertainment (cai-fa) is held other-
wise ; there the host takes away the remnants, the clerics may
not. Only when the host expressly bids them, they may do
so with, measure. After mid-day they read a short sutra,
and sometimes depart only before night. At parting they
say " sddhu," and add (Pthey answer) to this, " a-nu-mo-to

I (anumoda).

I In the northern countries with all the Hu, in Dukolo
f (Tokhara) and in the kingdom Suli, is yet this special custom,
| that the host first, with baldachins of different colours, makes
[ offerings to the caityas, when all the troop go round (pra-
; dakshina), and one chosen from them says prayers. The

form of the baldachins is described in the book "Description
1 The words are, of course, all I-tsing's own.
2 There is again a detailed description.
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of the Western Countries " (Si-fan-tsi1). But among the
clergy are some that fulfil the dhutas, beg alms, wear only
three robes; if one should give them gold and silver, they
throw it away like spittle; they hide their traces in in-
accessible forests.

Note.—This means that even as late as the seventh century
there were followers of those ancient Buddhists who had not
adopted life in a monastery.

H. WENZEL.

YERSUCH BINES WORTESBUCHES DES TURK-DIALECT, YON

DR. W. RADLOFF, OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY. 1st and

2nd Parts. St. Petersburg, 1889.

In the preface, in parallel Russian and German columns,
the author tells us of the circumstances which led to, the
object of, and his particular qualifications for, the compiling
of this important and unique work. He resided many years
at Vernoe in the employ of the State, and then moved to
Kasan on the Volga, where he resided many years : he
resides at present at St. Petersburg, within the walls of the
Academy: he had thus ample opportunities of informing
himself of the different forms of language of the Turki
Branch of the Ural-Altaic Family, and he has been labouring
at the work since 1859, or thirty years, and, as the materials
grew, he has made three distinct compilations : he has
incorporated all the words contained in any of the works,
of previous authors. Even now he modestly describes his
work, not as having any pretence to completeness, but as .a
" Versuch " or attempt, and yet it will consist of twenty to
twenty-five Parts, each containing twenty sheets, or a total
of many thousand quarto pages. It must be remembered,
that it is a Comparative Dictionary, giving under each word
the various forms, which are presented in each language,
and every word has a distinct and independent entry. Each
part costs one Rouble and twenty Kopeks.

The importance of this work cannot be over-estimated, and
1 W ~fl %£ > a b°°k unknown to us if it is not the same as the ]fl} jtjjjj |jj •


